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Lesson Objective: To understand what emotive
language is and it’s purpose in persuasive
writing.



Emotive Language

After Christmas every year, there are 

thousands of abandoned puppies left to 

wander the streets, scared and alone.

Only your support can rescue them.

Sometimes writers deliberately choose words to be emotive.

Emotive language means words that create an emotion in the reader. 

How does this make you feel?  What are the emotive words? 





• Put the words into 
the category that 
suits them best.

Sort It Out

Positive Emotion Little/No Emotion Negative Emotion

cute   dull  adorable  repulsive  disgusting

argument  cheerful  attractive  lovely  dazzling  

nice   enchanting   vile   monstrous   deadly



Possible Answers

You may not fully agree with these answers, as words have 

different emotional connotations to each person. 

Positive Emotion

cute

dazzling

enchanting

adorable

cheerful

Little/No Emotion

dull

argument

nice

attractive

lovely

Negative Emotion

disgusting

vile

deadly

monstrous

repulsive



You Try - Task One

1. Look at the following and underline the emotive words:

After Christmas every year, 
there are thousands of 
abandoned puppies left to 
wander the streets, scared and 
alone. 

Only your support can rescue 
them.

2. Explain why each of the words you underlined is emotive - what effect will 
they have on the reader?

3. Explain why the writer has chosen them.



You Choose - Task Two
Below are three headlines for the same story. Choose and underline the most 
emotive:

Justify your answer – which words are emotive? 
How will they affect the reader?



Everyday Situations - Task Three

We all use emotive language in everyday situations, usually when we want to 
persuade someone of something or want to make a situation seem better than it 
really is. 

1. Read the example below and underline the emotive words on your activity 
sheet. 

Dad: You went on a train to Newcastle, on your own, 
without permission. Explain yourself. 

Sam: Well Dad, I was helping someone out, being a good 
citizen as you call it. My friend Terri rang and 

she was really distressed. She was stranded in 
Newcastle, her money had been robbed, she didn’t 
have much phone credit and she was all alone in a 
strange city. Her train ticket was in the purse 
that had been stolen, so she had no way of getting 
safely home unless someone came to pick her up. She 
was in a panic and crying her eyes out. What 
else could I do?  

2. How has Sam’s word choice made his Newcastle trip something he should not 
be blamed for? How would they make his dad feel?



Task 

Red Task – I can read the words provided in the table and identify 3
alternatives using emotive language.

Yellow Task – I can complete the table by identifying at least 5 words
using emotive language and can rewrite sentences using this technique.

Green Task – I can think of a variety of ambitious words using emotive
language and can explore different topics to create more emotive
sentences.

Extension: Try to write some sentences about deforestation and animals
losing their habitat. See if you can include some emotive language to
make it more impactful too.


